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About This Game

Nobody seems to care about five teenagers that went missing in Chicago. The police have done nothing and the parents haven't
been able to turn up much. Don Edison, a private investigator, has been hired by a mysterious benefactor to locate the teenagers.

Don has managed to track their last known location to a run down apartment complex that seems to be basically abandoned.
What lies in wait for Don inside?

Azurael's Circle: Chapter 2 is a horror-mystery adventure game. Navigate the apartment complex to track down the missing
teenagers. Piece together items you find to enter all of the rooms in the building and solve the puzzles found inside.

This is the second act in a planned series of stories following a series of events surrounding Azurael. This chapter ties loosely to
the first and as the series progresses, the links will become clearer and clearer.

Features

Investigate Azurael's involvement in the missing teenagers.

Solve many different puzzles to progress.

Six different endings to find throughout.

Discover many other secrets.
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The last 4 missions make this worth buying
has 2 of the best defence missions in the whole series and a fun small island defence
to be honest though i found the 1st 8 missions a bit boring
if it's on sale well worth getting. Great game concept but poorly misleading reviews, i have spent 20$ and felt its not ready to be
played

Optimization-its Poor expect to downgrade resolution and settings to run this without mouse stutter

Character: wall hops is cool and grappling hook is great and there are other gadgets i hope to see improve and hopfully skins and
possibly more parkour elements and shooting mechanics

Maps: Dull and not much depth and seperation and the ground and buildings and sky have no drastic color seperation from black
so you feel cramed with nothing but neon lights spinning around your eyes which can cause headaches. map design hopefully
more buidlings and better exploration for that grappling hook and wall rides and more.

No instructions: i didnt understand most of this game or its purpose and modes since there is no guide for noobs.. The game
needs a lot more work, it could be great but it appears to be abandoned. There are game breaking bugs and the missions with the
factions seem to go nowhere. I hope the dev comes back and updates the game. Damnation is a product released way too late to
capitalise its strongest features.

4.6 / 10. pretty good game. a sweet and atmospheric puzzle game. played it on mobile before and found the pc version even
better in terms of graphics on the big screen.
controls are a bit clunky at times so getting all achievements might be tough.... but you can play the whole game without issues.
i really love the atmosphere and subtle humour of the series so i recommend it even tho the developers sadly apparently
abandoned it after episode 2 :(
but playing it till then is very enjoyable so if you like the genre and the cute graphics, go ahead!
btw buying eps 1 and 2 as a bundle is cheaper.. Although the addon strictly speaking is 'accurate', it is now of the high quality
that I expected my 14.99 to be worth. I am training in real life for a PPL on the Cessna 152, and I wish for a more accurate and
usable simulator version for when I am not flying in real life.
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Had a initial rough start but I can say this game is heading in the right direction now. Betting is fixed and new features are being
added. Devs seem to really care about their product and have good communication with the community. If craps is something
you are interested in, then this is a great app.. Really liked the story and the choices. Played once as a good guy and my last
playthrough as an evil kill-everything mage.. EDIT: I no longer support buying this release of the game as it is locked down by
online-only DRM. You cannot play the game in offline mode. Note that the game has no vital online functionality to warrant
this.
EDIT: After emailing them, they have removed the online-only DRM.

One of my favorite games on the PS1, and probably the best tube shooter on the system, period. This port could use some
graphics enhancements--it runs in an emulator and it would be nice to see some of the features you'd see in common PC
emulators, which this game will look much better on, if you increase the resolution and add some smoothing. So all in all I
would not say this is a definitive port of the game but it does at least have support for ps3 controllers. Some Vsync\/triple
buffering control would be the least I would ask for as well. I bought it anyway because it's a great game, but great 3D games of
this era typically have actually really nice graphics hidden under the PS1's poor standard resolution. This is a really trippy game
and it runs pretty fast so you won't really notice the graphical jags in the environment but you won't be able to see the detail on
all the insects either.. Combining this particular unit, while very immersion breaking, with the Undead, is a recipe for incredible
success.
Toss poison repeatedly; unless you're using ghouls, your units are immune to poison, and it locking an enemy in combat ensures
consistent damage.
Also solid zone control with an a stellar array of build options for melee or ranged.
I am a fan.. This game is unfinished and glitchy on startup. Overall it's terrible, not fun to play and a waste of money..
Terraform is a fantastic turn based puzzle game. It is quite challenging while learning the rules, however the University levels
are very good at introducing game concepts one at a time, and mistakes aren't punished while you figure out terraforming
solutions; indeed there are undo tools built in.

Well done, Jonas Holgersson!

Azurael's Circle: Chapter 3 - 30th November!:
Hi all,

Azurael's Circle: Chapter 3 is on Steam and ready to be wishlisted. The game will be released on 30th November so it's just
under two weeks now! Go give it a wishlist here to keep up to date with the release.

If you haven't played Chapter 2 yet be sure to do so and leave it a review (positive or negative) so I can get as much feedback as
possible for future games.

Have a great day!
- Jordan. Azurael's Circle: Chapter 4 out NOW! 30% off.:
Azurael's Circle: Chapter 4 has just been released on Steam!

Buy it here!

It's currently 30% off so go buy it now and find out another piece of the Azurael puzzle. Production on Chapter 5, the final
chapter, will begin shortly so stay tuned on Twitter for some info and screenshots.

All the best, folks.

- Jordan
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